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Top: Delivering the steel framing, roof trusses and other material from the Peka Peka building to the
Museum site on 15th August and, lower, the roof trusses and framing stacked against the sub-station.
Photos: Mike Flinn (top) and Keith McGavin (lower)
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EVENTS
SATURDAY 13th OCTOBER

WELCOME HOME TO TRAM 17 - Afternoon Tea at 3pm
All members and supporters are invited to this event at the Museum on Saturday 13
October to see the transformation of this historic tram from a “past it’s used by date
holiday bach” to a magnificent looking former Wellington Tram.
There will be a short “welcome back” ceremony at 3pm followed by afternoon tea in the
Fiducia Centre.
Greg and Ali Lang from The Wheelwright Shop will be present, plus
Guru Gurunathan, Mayor of Kapiti and our co-patron will also call in.
This is a chance for members and supporters to learn about how Greg and Ali worked to
restore what is surely the Museum’s new pride and joy.
SATURDAY 17th NOVEMBER (4.30pm)

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
This year the Annual General Meeting of the Wellington Tramway Museum Incorporated
will be held in the Fiducia Centre at the Museum premises, Queen Elizabeth Park,
MacKays Crossing, on Saturday 17th November commencing at 4.30 pm.
Please make a note of the time and date now.
and reports will be forwarded in due course.

Details of the Agenda and any notices

Apologies: Please send any apologies for non-attendance to the Society’s Secretary,
Henry Brittain, at (email) secretary@wellingtontrams.org.nz or post to the Society at
P.O.Box 2612, Wellington 6140.
SATURDAY 8th DECEMBER, Meet from 6.30pm for dinner at 7pm

CHRISTMAS DINNER – Finn’s Restaurant, Paekakariki
This year’s Tramway Christmas dinner in being held at Finn’s restaurant at
Paekakariki. This is the restaurant located where the old Paekakariki pub used to be.
The venue is just a short walk to the station so those of us old enough can use our Gold
Card and travel there by train.
Please confirm your presence to Henry Brittain (email secretary@wellingtontrams.org.nz
or phone 04 293 8929, by Tuesday 4th December.
TRAMLINES No.2018/5
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FROM THE BOARD
At a recent meeting of the Board the following resolutions were agreed to:
Health and Safety:
Allan Neilson, Vice President, Maintenance and Engineering and who also chairs our
Safety Committee, was tasked with undertaking a review of our safety practices and
procedures including hazard identification, how we store and handle dangerous/
inflammable goods and any other items relating to members health and welfare.
Managing Museum Waste Products:
Messrs Allan Neilson and Trevor Burling are to draw up a policy on how the Museum
disposes of all waste items that we generate.
Replacement Palace:
The Board thanks those members who submitted their ideas on the layout and location of
the “replacement Palace” – the reconstruction of the building recently dismantled at Peka
Peka and proposed to be used as a replacement for our present “Palace” – the members’
amenities - plus for the provision of space for our archives and library. These ideas are
now being evaluated and the suggested layout should be available for consideration soon.

THE 2018 CONFERENCE OF THE COUNCIL OF TRAMWAY MUSEUMS OF
AUSTRALASIA (COTMA), PERTH
from Henry Brittain
The 2018 COTMA Conference was held at the Perth Electric Tramway (PETS) in Australia
between 13 to 18 September. Four members of the Wellington Tramway Museum
attended: President Steve Porter, Secretary Henry Brittain and members Barry
Ollerenshaw and Bryce Pender.
Conference members had a thoroughly enjoyable time at Whiteman Park where PETS is
located with time divided between conference sessions, riding trams and generally
enjoying the various attractions on offer. An off-site visit was made to the Nowergup EDI
depot which services the local suburban rail network and we were fortunate enough to
be able to ride right into the workshop in the train to see the various activities carried out
there. After this we continued on to Mandurah where we embarked on a launch trip
around the harbour including dolphin watching before returning to the City.
At the Conference dinner, the Wellington Tramway Museum was presented with the
Chairman’s Award for our effort in the retrieval and distribution of equipment from the
Wellington Trolley Bus system. See the following photograph of citation.
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Above: The COTMA Chairman’s award for 2018 has been awarded to the Wellington Tramway
Museum for “outstanding achievement in the retrieval and distribution of overhead equipment
from the Wellington trolleybus system.

Special thanks must go to Allan Neilson, Mike Flinn and Keith McGavin who undertook the
major amount of work in recording and sorting the many pieces of overhead we acquired.
I was appointed as the New Zealand Liaison Officer for COTMA and my main role will be
to liaise between the various Tramway Museums to provide continuity and support
where necessary.

FROM THE MARKETING AND OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT
Russell Jenkins, Vice-President
Well the clocks have gone forward and spring has arrived and the end of the year is just
around the corner.
Tramway operations have continued with reasonable numbers on some days. Thanks go
to all of those who volunteer their time to open up the museum and operate our trams
every weekend.
The major event since the last edition of Tramlines was on Sunday 26 August when the
Tramway took part in a Daffodil Day Event for the Cancer Society. The day was organised
TRAMLINES No.2018/5
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by the Vintage Car Club and the Tramway contributed to the day by having two trams
providing services throughout the day. There were a good number of vintage cars on
display in the park and it was such a success that the Vintage Car Clubs are keen to make
it an annual event.
As part of its contribution on the day, the Tramway Museum donated 50% of the revenue
from ticket sales, just over $500, to the Cancer Society. Thanks to everyone who helped
make the day a success.

On Sale Now

If you haven’t bought a copy of our 2019 Calendar (or several copies to give away as
gifts), get in before they all go. Last year’s Calendar sold out, so don’t miss out this
year.
They are on sale in the kiosk at the museum for $15 or by mail for $20 (Including packing
and postage).
Send orders to PO Box 2612 Wellington 6140, N.Z., or
Email your order to info@wellingtontrams.org.nz with your delivery address details and
pay cost of purchase into Museum Bank Account 06-0501-0075414-00.

Remember to keep up to date with the tramway on either our webpage
www.wellingtontrams.org.nz
Or

The Tramway Facebook page
TRAMLINES No.2018/5
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MILAN TRAMS

by Russell Jenkins

On a recent holiday adventure to Europe I spent a couple of days in the Italian city of
Milan where there is an extensive tramway system as well as a number of trolley bus
routes.
The trams in use range from some introduced 1929 up to the latest introduced in the
1990’s.

Above: Two photos of modern Series 7600 and 1920’s Series 1500 Trams.
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Milan Trams, continued

Apparently there was a move some years ago to replace all of the “vintage” Series 1500
trams but public pressure has seen them retained. There was evidence of routes that
have been abandoned but the current network is quite extensive. All of the trams have
only one driving position and so at all the termini there are balloon loops for the trams to
run around.

Inside a Series 1500 Tram

A Series 1500 Tram on reserved track

TRAMLINES No.2018/5
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HISTORICAL CORNER – WELLINGTON DESTINATION SIGNS

Henry Brittain

When the Wellington Corporation Tramways commenced in 1904, destinations were indicated on
a blind mounted above the motorman’s cabin on both ends of the tram. In addition to this a
board indicating the final destination and the route taken was mounted on the outside, on the
roof line in the centre of the tram. See photo below of No.24. The other side of the tram was
normally the obverse of this sign for the return trip.

In 1906 the Tramways decided to introduce a series of coloured lights mounted above both
destination blinds that had a code for each destination. This was designed to make a tram’s
terminus identifiable from a distance at night when the written destination may be too difficult to
read.
(See article in Tramways Topics, number 211, January-March 2002)
Initially destination blinds were fairly simple but as the population grew and tram routes
expanded, Tramways management decided in 1907 to add to the selection of destinations to
better cater for “short-workings” - trips that were curtailed before the normal route terminus was
reached.
The main terminus for all trams was situated in Lambton Quay and all trams ran to/from or
through there. Initially the destination was shown as WELLINGTON but this was later changed
to identify the two main Railway Stations located in the vicinity. The Wellington and Manawatu
Railway Company’s station in Thorndon Quay was shown as MANAWATU STn and the NZR station
at the north end of Featherston Street as LAMBTON STN or, on some early blinds, either GOVt
STATION or, GOVERNMENT STn.
In 1937, when the new railway station was opened, the Tramways took the opportunity of
replacing both these destinations with RAILWAY STN plus add the destination EXHIBITION to new
blinds being prepared for the series of Fiducia class trams being built for the 1940 Centennial
Exhibition.
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Historical Corner: Destination Signs, continued

Below are two examples of the index that was placed in each Motorman’s cabin to show the
Conductor each destination which was identified with a number seen through a small window on
the inside of the destination box. The first example is dated in the late 1920’s or early 1930’s as it
includes NORTHLAND which opened in 1929 while the other example is from about 1937.

Above:

List dated late1920’s
List dated about 1937
Karori Park, Karori, Kilbirnie and Berhampore are the only destinations that retained
their same position in the later list.
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Historical Corner: Destination Signs, continued

The list for the earlier blind has 28 destinations whereas the later one has 31. In the later blind,
differences included the deletion of LAMBTON Stn and THORNDON Stn and their replacement by
RAILWAY Stn (the “new” Wellington Railway Station had just opened) and the addition of
TINAKORI ROAD, ATHLETIC PARK and STRATHMORE PK plus SPECIAL (No. 26) The “SPECIAL”
destination is of interest as SPECIAL was not used and in a blind we have, notated as being issued
to tram 206 in May 1940, SPECIAL has been substituted by WADESTOWN which was number 18
on the 1920’s list but missing altogether from the 1937 list. In Wellington trams on Special hires
normally had the blind wound off to show a white blank with no writing. The later edition also
took the opportunity of grouping like destinations together rather than them being randomly
listed.
In December 1920, tram 137 became the first tram to have a route number box installed as built,
and this became to norm for all future new trams, with most of those numbered below 137
having them retrospectively fitted.

AROUND THE SITE AND DOWN THE LINE

Allan Neilson

Activity has continued “unabated” over the past couple of months, with the weather gradually
improving as spring settles in. Thanks to all those members helping to keep the tramway
museum both maintained and growing. The following is a report of the main activities through
August and September.
Sprinkler System
It was noted in the last Tramlines we had just got the sprinkler system working again. Since then
the system has been checked out by an expert and we now have a regular monthly maintenance
regime with ENGIE (maintenance) Services up and running again. To date the system has been
holding up with water pressure very well.
Overhead Parts Project
Mike Flinn with the help of Keith McGavin,
myself, and others has been sorting
through the overhead parts from
Wellington Cable Car Ltd as well as our own
deemed surplus to future requirements so
that they can be allocated to and purchased
by other tramway heritage organisations
who have expressed definite interest. WTM
has a lot of old overhead parts acquired
from New Plymouth and Wellington in past
years which we now are not ever likely to
need in the future now that our overhead
has been extensively upgraded. A lot of
time is going into collating parts.
Photo right: A small selection of overhead parts
th
laid out for sorting and counting, 26
September.
Photo: Keith McGavin
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Around the Site and Down the Line,
continued

The following is Mike’s report:
“Since the last report in the June
2018 issue of Tramlines there has
been steady progress towards the
sale of both surplus Tramway
Museum and ex Cable Car Co
overhead lines parts. Several
Museums have shown interest in
acquiring parts and we are in the
process of checking that the parts
are suitable for each Museum’s
circumstances. This particularly
relates to the dimensions of the
copper running wire they use as,
over the last 50 years, operating
organisations have bought wire in
several sizes which has eventually
passed on to Museums. Switches
and Section Isolators require tips to
be fitted at each end and this has
Above: A general view of some overhead part storage shelving
to firmly hold the running wire to
in the storage building.
the fitting and allow the trolley
Photo: Keith McGavin
head fitted to the tram or
trolleybus to safely proceed underneath. The adjustable groove in the tips must have a tight fit
around the wire and so it is important that the correct dimensioned tip is supplied, if we have it.”
“Beamish Museum, near Newcastle (UK) has a new trolleybus circuit planned and prefers to use
BICC (UK) overhead parts where
available and suitable. At the
present time we are sorting out the
BICC parts and checking if they are
suitable for their needs. After that
we will progress onto the other
orders which look like taking place
during the rest of this year.”
Mike Flinn
Trams
Repair work on tram 239’s B front
end is well advanced thanks, in
particular, to Bernhard Riddering.
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Above: a new ventilation unit for tram 239, “B” end, prior to
fitting. It is an “extra” made when tram 260’s were replaced a
few years ago during that tram’s restoration.
th
Photo: Keith McGavin 19 September
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Around the Site and Down the Line, continued

th

Above: The “B” end of tram 239 on 26 September 2018 after fitting the new ventilation unit. Some
finishing touches are to be done. The old unit was badly corroded.
Photo: Keith McGavin

Tram 159 suffered a bent pole due to de-wirement damage when entering the barn but this was
quickly fixed up to get it back into service. Other maintenance and repairs have been carried out
as required.
Tram 17
Work on tram 17 is progressing well. Trevor
Burling with help from others is working on the
refurbishment and fitting of various body
components. At the moment the focus is on the
destination and route number boxes. Trevor
Weaver has been overhauling one of the
controllers to be used and has completely
stripped it down to individual parts.
Colin Dash has been working on the magnetic
brake castings to remove the shoes. This is
necessary so that the castings can be properly
re-wound. (See photo, next page.)
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Above: This BTH B510 controller casing, to be
used for tram 17, has just had a piece attached
to the lower part of the back to replace a
corroded portion.
th
Photo: Keith McGavin, 26 September
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Around the Site and Down the Line, continued

Magnetic brake shoes

Magnetic brake unit

Above: A partially successful method of removing
the shoes from magnetic brake units. Not all
holding studs or rivets could be removed this way,
some having to be pressed or drilled out.

The three GE 247A traction motors (two of
which are needed for tram 17’s bogies) were
moved into the workshop so that they could be
worked on. All of the well layered external
grime has been scraped off. The motors have
now been subjected to preliminary electrical
testing with no problems found to date.
Further interior cleaning has commenced.

Trevor Weaver (left) and Allan Neilson carrying out
preliminary electrical testing on one of the motors,
rd
3 October 2018.
Photo: Keith McGavin

th

The contract with A&G Price Ltd., Thames for
the manufacture of the bogies is in its early
stages with time to date mainly been occupied
by preliminary in-house engineering work and
pattern making has commenced.
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Above: 15 August 2018. We used the Hiab
truck that had just brought the Peka Peka
building components to the Museum to move
the three GE247A motors from the storage
building to the workshop. The bottom photo
shows them in the workshop ready to be
worked on.
The four magnetic brake
assemblies can also be seen, on the left middle
background.
Photos: Keith McGavin
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Around the Site and Down the Line, continued

Track and Corridor
Track inspections and some minor
remedial work have been carried out.
A programme of installing tie bars on
selected areas of track where railway rail
has been laid has been implemented. To
date most have been installed along “Tiki
Straight” between the level crossing by
the GWRC office and the Loop. This has
been found necessary to enhance track
gauge stability in these areas.
Periodic corridor grass trimming and track
greasing has taken place.
New Amenity Building
The de-construction of the donated
building from Peka Peka was completed
and framing and other parts moved to the
museum on the 15 August. The frames
and parts have been stored pending
finalisation of various issues including the
actual site location and erection plans. A
temporary plinth box has been installed
th
Above top: new tie rods – paint drying in the sun, 19
adjacent to the Palace as a planned
September.
Photo: Keith McGavin
temporary power junction box and Lower: installed in the track along the “Tiki Straight”
possibly a transition place for the traction
(i.e. between the level crossing by the GWRC office
remote control panel. In addition the and the loop).
Photo: Allan Neilson
trees behind the palace have been
removed and a lot of stump removal work has been carried out.

th

Above: The Peka Peka building on the morning of 15 August – fully dismantled and ready for loading for
transport to the Tramway Museum.
See front cover for more photos.
Photo: Mike Flinn
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Around the Site and Down the Line, continued

Above: Members have cleared a large patch of trees and scrub from behind (east) of the existing Palace in
the likely area for the new amenity and archive building. Three of the four corner pegs (positions denoted
th
by the arrows) for a possible location can be seen in this photo taken on 5 September. If built in this spot
the east wall would be parallel with the security fence in the background which would be extended forward
to the building.
Photo: Keith McGavin

Other things

Above: Steve Porter has completed dis-assembling the
tower off the old Daimler tower wagon.
Right: Murray Gibson has also been progressing work
on the double saloon mock-up cab.
Photos: Mike Flinn

“Tramlines” is the bi-monthly newsletter for members of the Wellington Tramway Museum Inc.
Its aim is to keep members in touch with practical notices and the details of current developments and
also includes articles on matters of historic tramway interest, especially Wellington.
Please also see our website and Facebook page which are our instantly-updated Museum fact resource
and notice to the wider world.
Contributions and notes welcomed. Contact details are on page 2.
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